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Poetry is a phantom script telling how
rainbows are made and why they go away.
—Carl Sandburg
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A note from the editor
Jimmie Harvey & Friends have
been publishing what started
as a little family book of poems
every year for about a decade
now. Each year we present a
loose theme for our book based
on bringing people together.
The Saddle a Rainbow theme was presented with
the hope that our contributors would tell us of wild
dreams and ambitions. We were not disappointed.
Through the years, our little family of creative
authors has grown to include more friends and
friends of friends. This year we are excited to have
a number of new authors who have consented to
share their work with us.
These books are a very warm way to reach out
to those we know and love. But more than that,
they are a way to express our feelings about things
that matter in life, be it love for humanity, a stern
opinion, or just a collection of randomly beautiful
thoughts.
We are delighted with the fresh creativity shown in
this year’s presentation and I think you will be too.
Michael A. Faris
Editor
About Time Publishing
mfaris1950@gmail.com
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Getting It Right

How will I know
When I have it right?
If I change my mind
Can I take it back?
How will I know
When I’m done?

Jimmie Harvey

Next Time ‘Round
I think I’ll be a circus clown
next time ‘round
with painted smile
and baggy pants
I’ll paint two red spots
on my cheeks
a bulbous nose
and bright red hair.
Oh, I will be a sight to see!
Next time ‘round.

I’d like to bring the world some fun
next time ‘round.
I’ll make them laugh
I’ll make them grin
I’ll have this funny
little dog
with ruffled collar
and a hat.
We’ll make the world a happy
place
next time ‘round.

I’ll ride a unicycle, too
next time ‘round.
I’ll toot a horn.
I’ll smile and wave.
I’ll talk with children
everywhere.
They’ll know my name
and clap for me
to make me turn a somersault
next time ‘round.
Oh what a lovely life I’ll
have
next time ‘round!
There’ll be no tears
no broken hearts
anywhere.
There’ll be such joy
and I’ll be king
of all the other circus clowns
next time ‘round.

Jimmie Harvey
2
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Aging Pallet

Certain foods I do not like
But couldn’t say I hate them
In younger years I was polite
I mostly sat and ate them
Now at my age I take a bite
Of some things that I used to like
In earnest savor though I might
Dang if I can even taste them!

Michael A. Faris
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Perfection

What is the nature of perfection?
Is it there in each petal
Or can it be found in the whole of the rose?
Could it be in the seed, or in the metamorphosis,
Or in the promise of life to behold?
Can it be in the canvas of the open sky?
In the swirling clouds or the subtle colors of sunsets
Or perhaps on the face of a full autumn moon?
What is the nature of perfection?
Can it be in the union of sperm and egg
In the glory of a new life yet to be born?
Perhaps it is in the cycle of memories of an old soul
Holding a newborn child…

Michael A. Faris
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Homecoming

I turn my car into
streets no longer familiar
enter the block where old high school
memories come flooding back,
slowing as I reach the ivied
red brick building.
On Oak Street
where I shackled my bike
to the rusty bike rack, I pause,
look for the frame and I am
a bobby-soxed sixteen again.
It’s gone. In its place
a gleaming row of parking meters
smile their malicious smiles,
raise taunting little red flags,
measure out my life in
twenty-five cent segments,
haughty, jealous, resentful
of my right to be here.
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Gone, too, the big oak trees,
apartment complex for a million
robins through the years,
under which we whispered our secrets,
dreamed our dreams,
rostered our loves,
diaries of our youthful passions.
How sad! The pen-knife etchings
of hearts and promises -all gone!
And the people -where are they?
All gone, too?
The building is restored,
polished brass, new-poured steps,
lush beds of flowers, changed
just before the season can leave
them ragged -- everything shiny
and bright, scrubbed clean of
the messiness of kids
and memories
and long-ago loves.

Jimmie Harvey
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Waiting for the Bus at 26th and Cherry
Turn that box around she says
Don’t show the face of it
Or other children’s hearts
Could bleed
Don’t show the face of it
Brand new doll behind the cellophane
Could bleed
Her pride aglow in being smartly chosen
Brand new doll behind the cellophane
Boxed-in window eyes smile sapphires
Her pride aglow in being smartly chosen
I squeeze her tight against my chest but let her
see the world
Boxed-in window eyes smile sapphires
Protected from the darkening rush of whirling snow
I squeeze her tight against my chest but let her
see the world
Mother feigns a scowl—early wrinkles concrete set
Protected from the darkening rush of whirling snow
Under lamplight shelter of the bus stop
Mother feigns a scowl—early wrinkles concrete set
Her finger circles toward the crawling bus
waggling warning at my brand new doll and me
8

Under lamplight shelter of the bus stop
Mother purses lips
Her finger circles toward the crawling bus
waggling warning at my brand new doll and me
Time to hide but I don’t want to
Mother purses lips
I turn the box—window inward—flush
against my woolen coat
Time to hide but I don’t want to
I see no others on this bus and the wind is picking up
I turn the box—window inward—flush
against my woolen coat
Snowflakes wide and fat and sloppy wet against my face
and the wind is picking up
The bus door howls open—
Snowflakes wide and fat and sloppy wet against my face
What will I tell my brand new doll
of the world I see?
The bus door howls open—
What will my brand new doll tell me?

Veronica Yates
9

Spring’s Visit

The cold has gone.
Spring stands at my threshold
beating on the door,
demanding to be let in.
I open wide the door.
“Where have you been?
I’ve looked all over
and you were
nowhere to be found.
Come on in!
Welcome to my world!!”
She smiles and bows
but promises nothing.
What is she bringing with her?
Beauty? Disaster?
Warmth and comfort?
Or is she teasing me
only to reverse her actions
and bring more icy rain?
Whom can I trust?
I reach out
but she eludes my touch.
“Not too close!
Give me some space!”
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She wryly smiles
and looks away,
evading my pleading eyes.
I ask her to stay.
She smiles
but says nothing.
I offer her a glass of wine.
She smiles and nods
then sits and sips
but still says nothing,
make no promises.
How long will she stay?
I will make her
as comfortable as possible,
and her smile
seems appreciative.
But she is quiet,
says nothing.
Will she simply offer her hand
and turn to leave?
Oh, I hope not!!
But I can’t trust her.
I’ve known her all my life,
and she never makes a promise!!

Jimmie Harvey
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Stellar Jay

Raucus, bold, blue-beak’d bully.
You pry, peck, poke, probe, pierce.
You perturb.
How can I love you?
How can I not?

On the Snake River
Near Twin Falls, Idaho

I remember Shoshone Falls more than sixty years
ago.
I remember rainbows arcing in the mist,
I remember the desert sky turning
from deep blue to lavender
from pale green to starlit cobalt.
I remember a gentle boy who took me there.
I remember being glad and grateful
when he just quietly held my hand
as I felt the wonder of that place and of that night.
I remember I never loved a boy
who wasn’t gentle,
and I remember I love a man
who knows what stillness is.

Bill Coleman
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Miriam Starlin
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A Family Is Built on Love

Baseline.
Foundation.
It must be love.
Lacking love
a family falls apart.
Penury
Illness
Difficult times.
Love is the cement
that holds it together.
Good times
enriched by
love.
Where
does it begin?
Who fosters
the feeling?
Who reaches out
when times are tough
when things are rough?
There is a stabilizer
who holds it all
together.

Someone to turn to.
To reassure.
To be there for you.
It is that love
that builds
a good family.
A warmth,
A reassurance,
A stabilizer.
always there for
the family.

Jimmie Harvey
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Raindrops in the Dust

Wake Me Extra

Threads unconscious spin
There is promise in the smell of clay

Dew-drenched questions overnight

Not yet fired, and in the powder dust

And leave their answers hanging

Splashing up from sudden desert rain—

For the ancient wringer broken
Handle turning on its own

chopped hollows in the path

Cloth made of blushing moons.

of smooth, sun baked monotony—
Virgin clay, the glimmer

Fabric torn, one tip remains

In a potter’s eye

Smooth with bright recall

Freshly cleansed with expectation.

Sharp as a flying triangle.
It smells of fresh cut hay where horses gallop
And children never think
To stop their laughter.

Veronica Yates
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Veronica Yates
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Memory Lake

The water sparkles over the jutting rocks
laughing at them,
teasing them, caressing them,
splashing wildly,
full of life.
The rocks creating the dam
are sharp, crisp, undamaged
easily discernible.
As it reaches the dam’s bottom
the water quiets
the rocks become rounder
less sharp
and eventually green
with moss
with slime
still there, but not so sharp
so prominent.
It is my memory!

The late ones are there
ready to be recalled
to be discussed.
As the time goes by
they are smoothed
are rounded
are covered with
the slime of time
with the moss
of forgetfulness!
I can still see them
but they are
no longer sharp
no longer vivid.
How can I recall them?
Polish them with experience,
with love,
with meaning?
Tell me!!

Jimmie Harvey
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Reunion

The air is permeated with love.
Laughter, hugs, sparkling eyes!
“It’s been too long!
You mean so much to me!
Why don’t we do this
more often!”
Look how the little ones have grown!
The last time I saw Timmie
he was in diapers –
and now! Wow! He’s holding a bat!
Swinging it at a ball –
and hitting it, too!
Look at him run!
And Sarah!
She was in fourth grade,
and look at her now –
in high school!!
And a beauty, too.
I bet you have to keep the boys away
with a firm command!
Poor Aunt Bea
sitting over there in her wheelchair.
But smiling still.

She was always smiling
a pleasure to be around.
She was vigorous and busy,
always reaching out
to others.
Did you notice
how many gave her a hug
held her hand warmly
and that she has not sat alone
not even for a few minutes.
What a wonderful family!
Filled with love, with caring.
I think it must be in our genes.
How lucky we are!!
This reunion…..
It fills my heart with happiness.
A happiness that I will take with me
a joy that polishes my life.
I am sure that you feel the same.
Take this love and joy
home with you
just like I will!
Do keep in touch!

Jimmie Harvey
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The Rainbow

Snowflakes
“May your life be like a snowflake
leave a mark but not a stain.”
(from an autograph album, 1928)

I see the day he died as if a series of slides were
projected on a screen. The boardwalks are dusted
with snow and the February wind is strong and cold as
the slender, eight-year-old-girl walks across town alone.
“He is sinking fast,” they said to her. “But where is he
now? Why did he have to go to the hospital in Spokane?
Why couldn’t he have stayed here so I could see him, so
I could hold his hand, so I could tell him I loved him and
I would see him later?”
You know how some raw winter days are? The
clouds in the west will break up just before the sun goes
down; rays of light pierce through the overcast and
immerse the distant hills. The girl sees just such a hill
as she walks slowly along. Her grandfather is standing
on its crest, then; at the head of a long procession he
moves calmly up that sunbeam until he is absorbed into
the sky and the light and the air, until he, the sky, the
light and the air are one.

Miriam Starlin
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There is something in the air today,
something more than the yellow pollen
floating down from the acacia tree.
Something more than the smoke
drifting in from the burning
fescue stubble down the valley.
Something is in the air today,
and now I know what it is.
My spirit is on a rampage,
prodding friends I haven’t heard from
in a year or more to call me,
poking distant sons to let me know
our ghosts still stroll the sylvan pathways
at that Northern Idaho lake,
that kindly goblins are joining them
around the beach fire each night,
that somehow he and I together
have left our mark,
a mark without a stain.
Miriam Starlin
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Solitude
I slip, old-coated
warm-coated
down to the beach -down the slippery cliffside
to where the sea makes its demands
on the secret grains
ceaselessly tumbled and rearranged.
Tangles of seaweed
drape gracefully over rocks
nature’s wares
laid out to tempt
like amber beads on a jeweler’s tray.
The screaming gull
holds back the gathering storm
conducts the orchestral winds
with imperial dip and flourish
while the thunder’s drum roll
warns it won’t be thwarted.
The rising wind moans
strumming the lone pine
like a solitary fiddle
with spume-laden fingers
a Bachian concerto
music for the dagger-light show.
24

Gently
then in increasing cadence
the rain begins to dance
a watery ballet loosed
from the bellies of pregnant clouds
rent by the forked daggers
dancing on liquid tiptoe
pirouettes of silver
stinging my face
tattering my hair
sliding sensously
down my coated body.
Alone on the beach -even the turnstone
and the sea lion
have sheltered
in some secret
hideaway.
Just me and the wind
and the pelting rain
and the impotent gull
who cannot check the storm.

Jimmie Harvey
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The Golden Years

Why is it called The Golden Years?
You’ve left youth – even mid life behind.
Your joints are creaky.
Your step is slow.
Your mind is not as sharp
as once it was.
Your family and friends
are scattered
all over the globe.
What makes these years golden?
You sit back and think.
Memories
of good times,
of sad times,
of challenging times,
of times you reached out
to help someone in need,
of times someone
was there for you,
of a rich life,
of a life well-lived.

You have learned a lot
through happy times,
challenging times,
times of sadness,
times filled with laughter.
And here you are today
with a rich life behind.
You accept the moment
as it is
and build on it,
reaching out
to those around you
with love
with understanding,
a polish to your
beautiful life,
your Golden Years.

Jimmie Harvey
26
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The Peaceful Hills

Limerick

I once knew a man with rubbery knees.
They buckled whenever he had to sneeze.
He bounced in the air
When he fell from his chair,
And grinned as he picked up his keys.

Judie Bunch
I stand in the valley
looking up into the hills.
How beautiful!
How peaceful!
I see no activity
simply miles of peace
of tranquility.
No bombs
no fires
and the few scattered roads
almost untravelled.
There must be life up there
There must be birds, animals, snakes,
frogs and other life.
But there is peace
That thing that man
has yet to disturb.
Jimmie Harvey
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Epitaph

When the bug bit Fred
He bit it back.
The bug was red.
Fred turned black.
T’was thought the bug
was fully fed.
But alas, poor Fred
was dead in his bed.
“Waste not want not,”
was all the preacher said.

Judie Bunch
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One-Twenty-Seven-Thirteen

My best friend left me today
just disappeared, my saddest day.
He didn’t wait, he didn’t stay
the karmatic bill, my heart to pay.
Where did he go? Why did he leave?
Our zen we must have not achieved.
The nightmare predicting this before
now remembered cuts me to the core.
As I look for the answers
I only find questions
all of which torture my soul.
My shadow, my heart, my little pig
has left in his place a painful hole.

Over time, which they say heals all.
My search continues down the endless hall
of frustration, confusion, if onlys, self loathing.
Wishing I had never lived
to feel the anguish of not knowing
if he’s dead or alive, lost or kidnapped.
My distrusted intuition eats me from the inside.
As I open my eyes and heartbroken soul
I realize that nothing lasts forever,
so hold your loved ones close.

I looked for him high
because I was so low,
calling to him, crying to him,
the echoes of my voice returning.
An end of the pain I’ll never know.

Richard Howard
30
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Edges
Alliterations

My alliterations don’t align.
I’ve lost the I and L.
I’ve carelessly dropped them on the floor,
And don’t know where they fell.

Judie Bunch

Clyde

Our dog Clyde ate the tree fertilizer!
The census guy said, “It shot out like a geyser.”
He then observed, “It was brilliantly blue
As it flowed all over my spit-polished shoe.”

Judie Bunch
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I exist at the edges
of the lives of others,
at the margin held
against the
impenetrable barrier
which invites
penetration.
I search for ways
to pierce the wall niches, cracks,
hidden accesses,
at times fleeting
at others perilous
awaiting discovery.

Bill Coleman
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If Wishes Were Horses
Some day I’m going to get
in my old white Chevrolet
and drive and drive.
I’ll drive from this hill
facing west, down toward
the confluence of
the McKenzie and Willamette Rivers.
Then I will drive north to where
the Willamette flows into
the mighty Columbia.
From there I will turn east
and follow that river.
Then back, back, back, I’ll go
to the days when Cascade Locks
were the fishing grounds for the Chinook,
where a narrow winding roadway
circled the Vista House
detoured to Multnomah Falls and Horsetail,
before heading northeast again.

and push away from the boat slip,
then hugging the west shore, until I can see Big Island,
I will dash across to the opposite side
to a little spit of land that separates
a large bay from two little indentations
on the shoreline.
There I will anchor the red boat,
tying it securely with the sailor knot
he taught me, then I’ll walk slowly
across the tattered plywood,
bridging the little channel
that the beaver dug so long ago.
I will hurry past the A-frame cottage
toward Mir’s Point
and he will be there
and he will hold me
and hold me and hold me
and never let me go.

Miriam Starlin

Then I will drive on and on
until I reach the west shore
of the farthest lake in the pan handle of Idaho.
I will turn on Elkin’s Road
until I reach the dock at the lake side.
I’ll park the car and walk to the dock
where an old red fiber-foam boat is moored.
After checking the gas and priming the engine,
I will untie The Alibi, start the motor

34
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Bedroom Waterloo

Who knew? I thought. Who thought? I said,
That such things are alive! My bed,
My dresser, table and my chair
My jeans, my sox, my underwear!
My blanket, sheet, and pillowcase
Living things are everyplace!
As soon as I woke up today,
I knew that it was Saturday.
No school! I thought. Hurray! I said,
And started to get out of bed.
That’s when began a nasty plot
And ‘fore I knew my foot was caught
In my sheets, it made me fall!
I banged my head against the wall!
I turned and looked and saw it grin—
An ugly face with eyes and chin,
It looked quite nasty, so you see
I knew that it was after me!
I gasped as then I saw my sox
Were creeping toward me through my blocks
And soon were joined by my shoes
Which came through bears and elk and gnus;
My toy soldiers fell in beside
A teaming, swelling, rising tide
Of tractors, trucks, cars and jeeps
Of every kind— and next the sheep
And cattle from my toy farm—
Yet I could not cry alarm,
Because the pillow, with frantic glee
Was trying now to smother me!
My bed tipped sideways and I fell
Afraid I’d never live to tell

What happened when my room became
An evil, scary, deadly game
Of catch and keep! My underwear
Was now entangled in my hair;
And dresser drawers yawned wide to seize
My head inside. And then my knees
Came down on metal jaxx and there
My bottom landed. Everywhere
There was a spot for toys to be
Or clothing, bedding, furniture, me
Was covered up by such a crowd
Of scattered stuff; and so aloud
I promised that I’d clean my room!
If this was not to be my doom.
If I could lead a quiet existence,
Where things were put away at once
And not left out where they could be
A threat to life, to sanity.

Suzi Wollman
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The Handymen

To take a notion, test the motion
We’ll get out the magic lotion
While inventing special grammar

All things ‘round us don’t quite fit
Yet still we make the best of it
We alter and continue on our way

To fix the shape, a bit of tape
Perhaps a minor scrimp or scrape
Or maybe just a nudging with a hammer

Sometimes we need to fudge with it
Fold it, squeeze it, trim a bit
To keep the parts from floating all astray

With tempered touch we do so much
We tinker with the gears and such
Diagnosing what could ever be the matter

Duct tape, Vise-Grips, super glue
Adapting ‘til we make it do
We meet the challenge head on like a man

The lamps won’t light the horn won’t blow
The gears don’t mesh, it goes too slow
But our confidence for sure will not be shattered

No leaky john, no flooded den
Will overcome the handymen
Who use their wits to formulate a plan

It taketh not a lot of thought
To fix the problem, often not
The answer might just lie within plain sight

Strict directions don’t apply
‘Cause the average handy type of guy
Won’t waste the time by looking at instructions

Discriminating handymen
Who birth solutions deep within
Are looking at it in a different light

Though pictures tell a thousand things
Like where to put the wheels an’ wings
A handymen can make his own deductions
Michael A. Faris
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Near Multnomah Falls

Spring

The meadow was just ahead
up there I could see the river
and far beyond.
A locust tree reached out,
drew me close,
my arms encircled him,
my face pressed against
his soft, green beard.
Need for space and distant vistas

Spring in Palo Alto is one afternoon in February,
The acacias burst into bloom and
Spring clicks into place.
Spring in Medford is a season of indecision.
Grey days bring spurts of rain and snow or even hail.
Blue clouds can appear, enticing hope
But white mountain sides argue, no!
Daffodils struggle to believe, waving yellow flags,
Cherry trees, confused by the calendar,
Bloom hugely with red and pink flowers,
All to be blown away in the evening windrush.
Birds collect twigs and spent grasses
To build nests which must be sheltered to survive.
I believe Spring is on the way
But I am as confused as the birds, the trees and the daffodils.

lost in the intimacy
between him and me.

Miriam Starlin
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In The Night

In the night the darkness wept.
Morn’s sleeping garden wet,
glossed fresh by cooling tears
bringing life newborn, renewed.
Dilute now, threat is eased
but still the dew holds yester’s ills
Fleeting hope tells all is well
‘til comes day’s desiccating sun
Stress returns, a dusty concentrate
remembered from but one day ago.
Is life for us to be thus bound,
one step to, the next one fro?

Bill Coleman
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Men Are Like Boys

Of men it is said, “They are like boys.”
But we need three things:
Leave-me-alone,
Sex, and
Toys
Leave-me-alone - used for damage repair.
Needed for healing
while safe in one’s lair.
Sex - is to feel good. A moment of bliss
that starts with a touch
and ends with a kiss.
Toys - are for fun. They make noise and cost money.
Let us show off.
Aren’t men funny?

Paul F. Williams
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Rain-soaked Trailblazers

Fly Fishing

I caught his copper dust kicking up
along the rim, his eyes dead on centerfield.
Tackle box in hand, a dancing whip
They move
faster than you think
twelve inches
in ten seconds striving
headlong, heaving
pink and perilous
exposed in puddles on the patio
unafraid of losing life
to sharp-eyed jays
or nimrod robins

of rod and line, he sliced through winds
uncommon for a Sunday in July.
His red shirt ruffled, baggy khakis flapped
against bronzed boney knees. He strode,
searching for his lucky spot. And then he stopped.
Getting ready are you? I had to shout and grin.
He laughed and nodded, This’ll make it
all the better when I get out on that old river.

Underwater
Over land
Earthworms risk it all

He waltzed the line with force and grace;
it sailed a bit before his lure caught deep
in brittle grass, precisely middle field.
In parched and gaping summer’s mouth
we saw where all the big fish lie.

Veronica Yates
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Veronica Yates
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Swinging on a Mood

What is it that determines my mood?
Sometimes I feel like a bird enmeshed in a net
The outlook is grey and somewhat dreary,
Did my limbic brain spark randomly on a couple of
depression neurons?
Or maybe it’s my neocortex that’s taken over with
too much logic.
Are all these other people just putting on an act?
Don’t they understand that none of us is going
anywhere,
that life is “brutish and short”, and self-interest
rules the roost?
How could I ever have thought otherwise?
But today life is joyful, and wonderful, the sun is
shining,
the birds are singing, and so am I. A kid smiled at
me.
I am preparing my notes with a great sense of
accomplishment,
I am filled with the here and now, all else is distant
and vague.
How could I ever have thought otherwise?

Roy Harvey
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Fall Is Best

When the leaves start to fall
And the sky is so blue,
And the earth seems to hold her breath,
I long for wood smoke and for snuggly warm coats
For to me fall is life and not death.
And yet there are those who can’t see the rainbow
In the myriad colors of fall,
Nor the life in the smoke, nor the fun in the leaves
Nor the magical dance of it all.
So when winds start to blow and the birds wing it south,
And the creatures of earth fill their nests
With the warmth of their fur and the softness of leaves
They’d agree that the fall is the best.

Susan Wollman
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A Tropical Perspective

Resonance

What have you got
By the end of the day
The heat is so hot
It keeps you away
You ask the calendar
to move it along
Waiting for fall
For the heat to be gone
The temperature falls
It is nice to be out!
There is a big smile on my face
The orchids all say
With the sun in my face
and the wind at my back
the weather is right
to be out and play!

Forget the Poem
Forget the Poet
Read the WORDS
Hear them
Make sounds
Form them
With the tongue
Shape them
On the lips
Feel them
With the body
Let them
Tell the story
Let them
Make emotion
Let them
R E S O N AT E

Then winter has come
Not so very bad
I live in the tropics
where coconuts grow
Harvey Finegold
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Faith Journey
stop the game, regroup our thoughts and start
over. But instead, we feel like we’ve been kidnapped
and thrown in the trunk of a rusted old Buick, only
to wake up in the dry middle of nowhere, far away
from Kansas. Here there is no smell of the salt air.
Just dust in the throat clawing for water.

It seems that people love to spend time
preparing for a life of faith. But why read a book
about boat travel when we are already out to sea?
Open your eyes and see for yourself. But that’s not
our M.O. is it? We would like to get our feet wet
before diving completely in; observe for a while,
ensure our success as it were. But the clock is
ticking, the boat has sailed, and we’re aboard.
This realizing that we are already, “in route”, so
to speak, can be a bit disconcerting. It’s more like
O.J.T. than a well thought out design. We are not
ready, and it seems that we always imagined (or
hoped) that it would look quite different. But years
flash by in an instant and time itself collides with
our future planning.

You know; there were so many plans and things
to do, and now this. It can be hard to own up to the
way things are; how they turned out.
But, we are here. The fact is, we don’t actually
prepare for a faith journey - we can ignore it,
change it, check for direction, struggle with it,
curse it, learn from it, laugh with it or even love it.
But, if you are breathing, you are already here.
And God is here too. He is the one who opened
the trunk and let us out; Freed us to live, to love,
to hate, to quarrel, to become entangled and to
be disappointed, to need help, to show mercy, to
become interested, to be distracted, to succeed
and to fail, to struggle, to live.

When we realize there is no rehearsal, we
become disoriented. As kids, we would yell, “Times”,
Jim Stallings
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Wet Blanket

I just fell
into the toilet!
The light was off
The seat left up
Which is why
I lie here
beside you
sopping wet
and silent
Devoid of humor
Plotting revenge.

Judie Bunch
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Ego

It starts before conception
a life of misconception
that the talking in our head
is who we really are.
How far could we be
from the truth and reality
that the talking in our head
is our egoic personality.
It is offended, ignorant, negative, scared,
leaves us broken, defenseless, self loathing, impaired.
All the misery on earth is repaired.
If we only stop to realize that our ego is not us,
the echoes in our heads are just the squeak of our mind’s rust.
We are bound to earth by our brains
but our everlasting souls cannot be consumed by the flames
as long as we are mindful but do not fully mind
of the opposition that we face as the machine begins to grind.
Our ego is not us. Don’t let it grab a hold
a device sent to deceive us
and separate us from our souls.

Richard Howard
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A Walk Up the Mountain

54
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The narrow path
curves up the mountainside
leading – where?
I step onto the path
slowly move forward.
It is steep, challenging,
tempting
I am alone.
Suddenly I hear a sound,
look around
see a snake slither
across the path
ahead of me.
He disappears
into low brush
lining the path.
Everything is once more quiet.
Only the gentle breeze
rustles the brush.
I smile
look around
continue slowly
up the path.
Ahead I see
small groves of trees.
I think maybe
it will be cooler there,
maybe some life.
As I reach the trees
indeed it is cooler
and I hear life.

Suddenly a rabbit,
a hare with huge ears
dashes across the path
completely ignoring
my imposition on
his territory.
And he is gone
out of sight.
Another noise.
Looking around,
I see a deer
standing in command
higher on the path.
I have invaded his territory.
He looks down on me,
turns his head,
but doesn’t move.
I stop.
What am I doing here?
It is their world,
not mine!
Why do humans think
“The world is mine!
Move over!
Out of my way!
Let me through!”
I pause,
turn around,
go back home
where I belong.
Jimmie Harvey
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Completion

Change is time’s dimension but small units are allowed.
In youth an endless round of games, projects, trips and tests
Were never finished, but led on to graduated end,
Until we are spit, unready, on the practiced world.
Now tasks and skills shift at blinding speeds.
Jobs dissolve, children challenge and even ethics and morality
Seem caught in moving sand.
Some small victories are won.
A paper, report; a poem, painting or a patent
Can be finished, filed and soon forgotten.
To prospect for tin or copper
In the reverential rubble and find gold, hiding close at hand,
Should not be filed or forgotten,
But held close, an ending and beginning.

Bob Hill
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Newness

If the unexpected delights,
what is the value of the familiar?
Ritual and chanting and habit
form the boundary of the known.
Where is the edge of startle?

Paul F. Williams
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Lullaby DeLuxe

Moonless Night

In warm arms she carries me,
lays me down
on the vinyl cold
backseat of the Chevy blue DeLuxe.
On the glassy terrace table
Her breath of peppermint
puffs out
the German lullaby about
a stranger watching over me.
Her voice so low,
it rumbles
thunder on the flooded road
of walnuts bobbing on the slick.
The coughing cobalt blue DeLuxe
diesels to a stop.
I am lifted, jostled two flights up,
free to sound my cries.

a candle flickers,
blinking rustle in the leaves—
moaning chirps
against the flutter.
This moonless night
a sparrow sleeps within
the green-leaf thicket by my side.
In the sacred shimmer
I am blessed with tender company.

The stranger hears;
he smiles a song of gathering—
my father of a thousand dreams
sings out for me.
Veronica Yates
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Supermom’s Kryptonite

ng to the public
pubblilic swimming
ng pool was the
As a child, going
highlight of my summer days. Getting to swim in an Olympic
sized pool with my friends was the ultimate way to play out
a terrific fantasy of being The Little Mermaid searching for
her Prince Eric. The other kids and I would wander in and
out of the water, jump onto each other and drive those poor
lifeguards absolutely insane. We never paid mind to anything
other than the watery wonderland that was our world on
those hot summer days. We especially didn’t notice the looks
of boredom written across our mother’s faces or what all

and engage with their own childhood friends. But it’s never
really that simple, is it? To just suit up and head out the door?
Kids have approximately 5 billion invisible instructions that
are usually given telepathically to the parents upon the stork’s
arrival with their little bundle of joy. However, some of those
files are unreadable by the parent’s older hard drive, or the
format is just simply wrong, wrong, wrong! Therefore, we
parents will often only get about 2.5 billion of the individual
instructions and just kind of wing it with regards to the other
50 percent. For instance: Some parents know that their
specific child’s skin is sensitive to all things made from poly
carbonate, while others don’t know until they find out first
hand….. in public….. at the pool. I learned that my son has a
sensitivity to all things rubbery when he got out of the pool,
flung his goggles off his drenched head and his waterlogged
little face was covered in a bright red rash wherever the
goggles had touched. It extended outward on what appeared

actually went into our day of swimming. It never dawned on
me that my mom might have better things to do with her
time. I was completely unaware of the juggling act that was a
constant for her…..
Fast forward 20 years and now I consider my own
little family fortunate to live in a neighborhood that houses
community pools. Texas is hot and electricity bills run high
during those long summer months. Too hot to play outside, too
boring and expensive to stay in, what else is there to do other

to be an angry course to conquer all of his untouched skin.
I also learned that other parents can be quick to cast
accusatory looks in my direction as if I planned for my poor
kiddo to have a hellacious reaction to something most kids use
every day of that dreaded balmy season.
Fortunately, breaking out the snacks will usually soothe
any minor ailments. Thankfully, by the end of the summer I’m
usually a pro at packing a healthy and delicious snack for my
munchkins. Do I have ice cold watermelon? Of course I have

than convene at the pool? So, every summer day, the day after
school has let out, my kids demand I haul them to the pool
where they will get to enact in their own little fantasy worlds

that! Is there enough for all the kids’ friends? Well, what kind
of a parent would I be if I didn’t feed half the 10-and-under
population of the neighborhood? Snacks can also be a reason
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you see an increase in women’s shoulder size by September.
Those coolers weigh a lot and I know that after those first few
days of my muscles atrophying under the weight of said cooler,
pool-bags and toy totes, I will gain muscle that could easily put
me in the running to be a starting linebacker for the NFL come
football season.
Sometimes I’ll get the crazy idea in my head that I’ll be
able to read a good book. After all, both my kids can swim
and I really don’t have any other time to read. The reality of
this though, is there are generally two types of moms; moms
who read at the pool and moms who have a book shaped white
spot on their midsection that helps to enhance the darkness
of their tan by providing a strange shape of contrast. I fall into
the latter category. I simply cannot distract myself with a book
despite my best efforts. My eyes dodge across the water and
dart in a zigzag pattern while I count the heads of those little
beings I’m in charge of. This usually includes mine plus the
various kids who hitched an excited ride with us (I’d be excited
too because it’s hot out there!) “1, 2, 3, 4, and….. uh oh….. uh
oh….. ah hah! 5!.” I imagine I’ll never be thanked for saving kids
whose parent was completely unaware that their head had
been added to my count while they sat and read their book. I
suppose it just goes along with the title of Mom. Conversely
I’ve always been intrigued by those moms who get in the pool
and play with their children. The Supermom’s of the world who
can kiss a skinned knee, prepare a full meal, bake cupcakes
for the bake sale and still listen attentively to their daughter’s
boy trouble all in a single bound. With those moms, there are
smiles and fun all around! They’ll get out of the pool with their
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impossibly long legs and proceed to distribute a wholesome
treat, re-sunscreen their children, and keep a conversation
going with the security guard all at the same time. I’ll sit and
ponder if the children of these women are aware that their
mom is a 10 foot tall Barbie with the personality of Mother
Theresa. If this is what they’re really like all the time. If their
home life is as relaxed and natural as this display at the pool.
And then I’ll see it, the supermom’s kryptonite. One of her
cherubs is getting grumpy. She starts to throw a temper
tantrum and the 10 foot tall Barbie does the unthinkable. She
acts just like me!
This is about the time I realize something truly amazing.
We’re all so similar. Sure, my legs don’t descend directly from
my armpits, but even those who appear to be the ultimate
are still so very much like me. A mother with bored kids trying
to escape into a land where the squeals that come from
our children are happy ones because they’re having fun, not
bickering ones because they’re bored. United we’ll stand with
our capes made of burp cloths and our stance anchored with
children wrapped around our legs.

Claire Lemons
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Pause for a Moment
(On embarking on my first reading of Ruins, by Morgan Meis)

You know I absolutely love first reads
The pure virgin ink of ideas waiting
No baggage
No assumptions
Like fresh snow in the morning
Once you have walked through it will never be
the same
It will be forever tainted with the impact of your
travel
So I sit with my new copy of Morgan’s book
Hesitant to take the first step
Gazing at the cover
Knowing that once it has begun
Like the arrow of time
There is only one way through and what remains
in the wake carries with it the burden of hindsight
Of insight
Devoid of the singularly spontaneous gasps of
the first read
And I Like a burglar when once have reaped the
spoils
Leave behind a trail of fingerprints and clues
Which will forever haunt future readings
Perhaps that’s one of the problems with the
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Bible
Like the steppes of the Himalayans we are
forced to trudge through the smeary refuse of
previous travelers as we are conducted through
without the clarity which raises the questions of the
first read
Instead we are given the answers before we
have discovered the question
As it says
The crooked is made straight, the mountains
are leveled and the valleys filled in
But not in a good way rather in a safe-ish way
Unless one dash a foot against a stone
It’s not the fault of the text
But rather the rape of the first read
So therefore
Tonight
After my curried rice and roasted vegetables
Without the benefit of a movie trailer
With the cell phone turned off
And the room lights turned down low
I will sit beneath the silent watchful eye of my
reading lamp take my first step into the hushed
frozen landscape
And listen intently with my eyes
For that which will not come again

Jim Stallings
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Considering Care Less

I’m disappointed
if nobody notices my hands wringing
while I’m fretting
over some mouse-nuts of creation.

A Journey

When on the path
we trod together,

Caring means selfishness of the worst kind.
Caring means judging, means separate,
means blind.

I looked

On the other hand,
Caring may be the “I”
hoping to be bigger than the “IS”.

while she looked

down
for safety’s sake,
up
for the glory around us.
She has fallen
and now I cannot find
the path.

Paul F. Willams
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Ray Teplitz
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Rainbows & Butterflies
I aspired for grandeur, for money and success
I wanted to have all those things; material possess
But wanting them is one thing, achieving them a bother
For roses grow along the path ‘mongst other fragrant flowers
Rainbows and butterflies, softly beckon and call
Distractions all along the road, like echoes in the hall
Colors bright and music sweet, I linger and I dally
Taste the sweetness of the air in the magic Emerald Valley
It came to me while standing there one glorious, stellar day
Why… Heaven’s here! Before my eyes! It’s here I bid to stay
I turned my gaze back on the road, the one I’d started on
For only a moment, nothing more… and four decades are gone
Did I miss big cities? The traffic? Its congestion?
Did I want for night life? Or socialized ingestion?
Was I missing all the sounds? Cacaphonious confusion?
Did I not deprive myself of cultural infusion?

Yes grandiose! I made it! Nay, not money, but success!
Yet rich as any king could be, though every day a test
I’m challenged by the work that lies before me on my table
For boredom isn’t in my sight, I work if I am able
And if I can’t somehow it seems, the work all still gets done
A saving grace, a warm embrace, a hand from my loved one
We pull together, hand in hand and face the work with luster
I push—she pulls, with all our might and all that we can muster
Oh sweet togetherness, fleet scattering of rhymes
May you last forever, recalling wondrous times
Of summer nights and shadows, roses and fragrant flowers
Along the path to who knows where, the future, love… is ours

Michael A. Faris

Well I certainly doubt it, for right here is the treasure
A warm bed, a hot meal and love without measure
A good wife, who loves me and cares to discover
All the good times together, many times over
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Junkie on the Run
I catch him rooting in the middle of a kitchen bowl—sniffing,
front paws scratching open packets of the phony sugar—nose
plugged powder-white, pupils dilated.

Three Smooth Stones

My fingers thick with silt,
The viscous bed of Parson Creek gives up

Bozz!

Three smooth stones swirling free

Startled through his golden Persian tail, he flees the stove
top crime scene. New symptoms now make sense: nocturnal
boost in prowling, mush-pawing duvet covers, and the three
o’clock meowing at my head. I had to cure this gaining of another
life—one more energized than his sixteen years without the
drugs belied. I hide remaining packets of the stash inside a cup,
behind the glass of my inheritance—my mother’s hutch, a door
he cannot claw, nor in one swipe hook open. What’s the time?
Four o’clock. Prick my finger, check my own internal sugar. How
long for me? How long for him? The stats fall short of telling.
Where has he run to now?

No longer tucked and pinned
Beneath the saw-toothed tiger rocks.
Surprise and speckled wonder gray
Lay their cheer and liberation slick
In the palm of my hand.
I close my slippery fist and rub
Their rhythm into my own:
The tune of clicking three’s

Bozzie, Oh Bo-o-zz . . .
I singsong toward his favorite hiding place—underneath
the corner table. On all fours, I crawl and coo, then on my
belly slither. Nose-to-nose the trust returns; he inches toward
me. Then I do a hateful thing: I smother him with kisses till he
reminds me, like a boxer, how he lives and who owns whom.
Furry gloved and claws extended, the junkie fights me back.

Follows every other step.
Almost dark now, I keep counting
On the long walk home unafraid
Protected by my freedom castanets.

Bozz!
Veronica Yates
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Veronica Yates
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June 15

Summer Vignettes

Though not officially here yet, summer has edged
its way into our minds. We haul our bikes out of the
basement and go for our first ride of the year. Legs
moving, wind in my face, sunshine on my body, it feels
grand to be alive. The smile on my face is returned by
people coming toward us thinking that I am smiling at
them, but I am not, it is pure Joie de Vivre.
Ah Summer! Orgy of colors and perfumes in the rose
garden. The water of the Willamette river, sometimes
rushing, sometimes gently gurgling. A flock of white
geese on an island. The strong herbal scent of wild
fennel along the North bank. A fisherman in his boat
dipping his net into the water and hauling up a large
silvery steelhead. Eyes, nose and ears filled with the
sensations of early summer.
June 19
The rain has stopped and the evening light turns
from golden to orange. The moisture still glistens on
the leaves. As I stand on the deck and look out I feel
engulfed in lush shades of green and the peaceful quiet
of this June evening.
The red blossoms of the rhododendron are beyond
their prime. Their fading color makes a perfect transition
to the rambling rose that has erupted, overnight it
seems, into a tiara of rubies over the arch that marks
the steps to the lower part of the garden, right next
to the Chinese dogwood whose masses of immature
shy green petals have blossomed into white gowned
beauties that weigh down the branches.
June 25, 2005
So many memories of summers past!
Playing in meadows full of red poppies and white
daisies and tall grasses.
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Berry picking.
Family walks in the woods, singing at full throttle.
The public pool in my hometown of Merzig where
I learned to swim and hung out just about every day
during the six weeks of summer vacation.
The lake near Babicka’s house in Stara Hut, 1957 the first time we were permitted back in Czechoslovakia.
I beat Poppi in swimming across. Triomphe supreme!
Being carried by the blue waves of the Adriatic Sea
when I was seventeen. I was there with other members
of the Young Socialists whom I had joined because they
offered these fantastic vacations. At night we danced
with deeply tanned, dark haired, Italians in white suits.
We could not communicate, so we smiled a lot, and it
was sooo romantic!
Making love in the currents of the creek surrounded
by a curtain of green, not far from the family barn,
fueled by passion, the thrill of being outrageous and fear
of being discovered.
Paul standing in the water of one of Central Oregon’s
mountain lakes, fishing, while I sun myself, bare
bosomed, on the shore, anxiously listening for people
sounds. After all, this is America!
June 30
Summer’s cornucopia is showering us with gifts. It
is a mixed blessing, a lot of work. But the sun is shining,
I open all the doors, turn the music up loud, and set to
work.
A bumper crop of luscious strawberries. Lots of
strawberry jam, some with chili pepper flakes, some
with rum, for an extra kick.
Raspberries - sensuous gift of the Gods. We eat as
many as we can, but most end up in grain alcohol and
will be turned into rose colored liqueur which I will put
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into pretty bottles.
Cherries - shiny red -and -yellow marbles that crack
and spray juice when you bite down. I pit them and seal
them in brandy.
Currants - tart, sparkling red gems, creamy-pink
pearls, and a handful of dusky-musky black ones, will be
transformed into deep hued jelly mixed with port wine.
July 4
American holiday par excellence. What better
excuse for gathering with family and friends along the
river, on the beach, near a lake. Kids run barefoot, eager
to splash in the water, hardly standing still to get that
sunscreen on. Older folks seek the shade. Stomachs
are expanding from inhaling deeply the appetizing smells
of barbecued steaks, chops, and sausages. Coolers
full of fried chicken, potato salad, iced lemonade, beer.
Chilled water melon whose slick black seeds become
projectiles in spitting contests. Home made ice cream
- everyone gets a turn at churning. Only the children
are really enthusiastic. Volley ball, hacky-sack, croquet,
frisbee. And at night fall firecrackers, twirling sparklers.
Crowds gather to watch rockets go up into the sky,
explode into shooting stars and rain down as thousands
of glittering .... Aah’s and Ooh’s. What a day!
July 15
Summer heat and some real weather today.
Thunderstorms are rare in Eugene and I miss them,
so I was thrilled when the sky darkened, the breeze
turned into a forceful wind and a growl went across
the sky. Soon after, jagged bolts of lightning followed
by ever louder cracking sounds. The smell of electricity
in the air mixed with that of the earth after the first
slow, heavy raindrops. Then the deluge, comme il faut!
I poured myself a glass of wine and sat outside on the
deck enjoying the spectacle.
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August 10
The garden keeps on giving. Cucumbers, zucchini,
basil and tomatoes of different varieties. I churn out
sauces, soup bases and quantities of pesto. We eat
a different salad just about every night and baguettes
with olive paste, tomatoes, mozzarella and fresh basil.
How I love summer foods!
August 20
Time flies. Already morning dew on the grass,
a whiff of nostalgia in the air, but with it comes the
true essence of late summer - the water smell of the
Willamette river mixed with the deeply rich fragrance
of ripe blackberries along its banks. I pick until my
containers are full and bicycle home.
Blackberry jam - my favorite. I hum as I stir.
The basement shelves are lines with many jars filled
with colors and flavors, enough for us and to share with
family and friends. I look at the fruits of my labors with
joyful pride.
Perfect. When winter comes, I will be ready.
August 30
A mellow evening. We sit on the deck and look to the
West. The sun has dipped to the edge of the horizon,
the pink and red watercolor washes have given way
to crimson waves. A lone cricket starts its evensong
and is quickly joined by a chorus chanting the same
rhythmic mantra. In minutes, it seems, the sun has
dropped into a sea of gold at the rim of the horizon.
Just a few more moments and the sky will be dark. We
sit for a while longer, at peace with the night, until it is
time to go to sleep.
Heidi Sachet
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The Legacy of Johnny Weissmuller

HERO TIME, 1949. Tarzan was in town! And kids like me
were beating it down to the Palm Theatre, two bits jingling in our
pockets, adventure bursting inside us. Barely able to survive a
week of gloating over colorful lobby posters, I could see myself
gripping an imaginary vine, ready to plunge among the trees with
the greatest Tarzan of all, Johnny Weissmuller.
The effect that Johnny the Olympic swimmer-turned-Tarzan
had upon us boys was astounding. No kid in town who was
worth his ape call would dare to miss those thrilling shots when
Weissmuller charged the scene. Amid the rousing drums and
crescendos of Rossini and a stir of jungle foliage, his savage eyes
looked more ape-man than any Tarzan before him.
Sensing danger off-screen, hands poised to his mouth, he
yelled his famous cry of the RKO bull ape. Birds flew, monkeys
scattered.
We knew that he was about to save Boy or Jane from an
awful jungle fate, or to rescue some endangered princess who
had strayed outside the forbidden cliffs of her Lost City. Even in
my prurient childhood fantasies, those lovely heroines somehow
became more like a young Sheena of the Jungle in leopard skins
and gold earrings. If Tarzan was going to save anyone, I wanted it
to be someone exciting.
That was exactly the fantasy world of the Weissmuller films.
As he soared majestically from tree to tree, fetching a pretty
Amazon maiden from the lurch of a black panther; as I played
Tarzan, saving Nancy the girl next door from the claws of a lion,
adventure throbbed inside my ten year old breast.

WHAT CAN
C
I SAY?
S ? This boyhood cameo speaks for
f itself.
Nothing as a kid compared to sitting in a darkened movie theatre
and being engrossed by a silver screen twenty feet wide and fifteen
feet high, watching a bronze-skinned hero sailing on a solitary vine
across the heart of a jungle. There was a sense of freedom on
that vine, of pure escapism and danger that grabbed our breaths
away. Once a fan, always a Tarzan-man. Old heroes never die, they
just swing away.
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But the legacy of Johnny Weissmuller went beyond that.
There were certain visual elements in his films that clung to
our minds forever. Elephants stampeded, crocodiles slid off
riverbanks. Monkeys scolded; Cheetah curled back his lips and
mugged outrageously. Jungles were lush with lofty canopies, yet
Tarzan’s great swinging vines that seemed wrapped in burlap had
their bottoms cut—ready and waiting for Johnny in the boughs of
trees.
There was always a vine waiting on the deck of his tree house,
a split-level, not so African sort of bungalow with a whoopee-de-do
suspension bridge. Oh, how I wanted to run up and down that viny
contraption!
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Of course, getting down from the dwelling was the best part.
All Johnny had to say was, “Jane in trouble!” Grabbing a quick
swing-away vine he simply sailed off the porch.
With all respect to my hero, I’m here to tell you that putting
the swing back into place is not as easy as it looks. The longer the
rope, the heavier it is; the bigger the tree, the harder it is to get
the rope back where it was. Johnny never seemed to worry about
things like that.
The real test of a Tarzan buff was to risk life and limb trying to
pack a sturdy hemp rope up the tallest tree and tie it in place—all
for the scariest ride of your life.
Every neighborhood that was big enough had such a swing. It
became known by word of mouth. I marveled at how anyone could
get a rope so high in a tree; and I amazed myself even more that I
took a swing on it. I closed my eyes and held tight, afraid of letting
go and flying into the next county.
How I ever escaped injury after seeing those Tarzan celluloids
I’ll never know. Every other kid who had a tree in his backyard and
got away with it built a tree hut. You could tell by the number of
neighborhood Tarzans there were by the racket of jungle calls on
a Saturday morning.
My house was built among the limbs of a sturdy pepper tree,
a California species that looked suspiciously like genuine Tarzan
foliage. With old boards, hammer and nails, a canvas roof, and
walls of honest-to-Grandma real bamboo—thanks to a patch of it
that sprouted outside my grandmother’s bedroom window—I had
the most authentic rendition of the Weissmuller Mansion this side
of the RKO lot, assuming, of course, you looked at it just right in
the light of dusk and with the eyes of a kid.
Up there it was heaven. I lay flat on my belly reading comics
or surveying the jungle floor beneath me and imagining that Numa
the Lion was about to stalk Nancy, the girl next door.
Just like Johnny, I had a rope swing that hurled me off my
platform and swept me down, lickety-split, till I struck a two-point
landing and scuffed the bottoms of my shoes. In summertime
I went barefoot which saved on the shoe leather, but not an
occasional torn toenail.
Sometimes a little too daring, I’d climb onto a limb and fall out
of the tree. I was always lucky, though; I was able to hobble away.
One day a Watkins door-to-door salesman came to the house
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after one of my jungle casualties. My shirt was ripped, my arms
scratched and smelling of Mercurochrome.
“Sonny,” he said, “looks like you just got back from the War.”
“Naw, just fell out of a tree.”
“At least you and Tarzan have something in common.”
“Tarzan never falls out of trees.”
The Watkins man grinned. “Of course they never show that in
the movies, do they? But it happens to Johnny Weissmuller now
and then. He gets skinned up, you know, just like anybody else.”
“You know Johnny Weissmuller?”
“Sure I do. Heck of a nice guy. I see him every so often in La
Jolla at the Country Club.”
Wow! Anyone who personally knew Johnny could have sold
me the Congo. But somehow I couldn’t believe what he said. This
guy, I thought, only wants to sell Mom more wick deodorizers.
Everyday people just never get to know someone as famous as
Johnny Weissmuller.
But it took another thirty years to realize that the hero of my
youth was just as cordial and everyday as the man in the sports
shirt and thick long hair, touched with gray. He was much older
than I remembered him in the movies, an official greeter in Las
Vegas now, the man that we kids used to stand in line to see on
the matinee screen. He waved his hand and smiled. “Welcome to
Caesar’s Palace!”
“Johnny Weissmuller! Of all people!”
“Yes. Nice to see you.”
I was overwhelmed. Old heroes never died; boyhood memories
lived forever. “Tell me, Johnny. Back in your movie days, did you
ever fall out of a tree?”
Johnny Weissmuller laughed easily. “Sometimes. But not
much anymore.”
I had to agree with him. Me too, I thought; I don’t fall out of
trees much anymore, myself.

Everett Taylor
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Sky Canvas

That each sunrise will meet my eyes
With colors that will tantalize

I can’t say the color yellow
Makes me feel all warm and mellow
Nor that pink can ever make me want to sigh
But cast with blues and subtle hues
Mixed with sunlight— cloud diffused
As colors blend and splash across the sky
I get a special feeling
For the change that is unreeling
On the canvas right before my very eyes
Great clouds at once quite puffy
Like pillows warm and fluffy
Hug the tops of purple mountains ‘cross the bay
While streaks of sunbeams shining
Accent the color lining
Overcoming morning clouds of pewter gray
Rain clouds dot the distance

And tease me with the specter yet to come
Mid-morning’s sunlight spinning
And the dawn light vapors thinning
Piercing blue will beckon from the far beyond
To leave me ever waiting
Within a dream anticipating
For the colors and the textures all undone
I am humbled by the crossing
Of the early winter gosling
As their V-formation floats across the blue
Yet in even winter’s graying
Autumn leaves to fall and fraying
How the mist becomes a sparkling morning dew
No, I never cease to wonder
At the lightning and the thunder
Or the winds that seem to make the morning new

Yet Old Sol displays persistence
Making entrance as a king in celestial play
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Grounded
I am a dreamer
I can remember vividly dreams I had since the age
of two.
Many of these dreams were reoccurring but the
one I’m writing about now is a dream that I can fly.
When I first had these dreams, the way I would fly
was to jump off something very tall. My first dream of
flying occurred before I was three years old.
In my dream my flight was inside a giant warehouse.
It didn’t last very long and hurt my feet badly, much like
if you jumped far enough to almost break your legs or
feet, but didn’t. In my dream I never doubted that I had
not just escaped a deadly fall, but had done so by flying.
I do not recall how many of these dreams I had but as
I got older the dreams changed. This time I found myself
at the top of a building or mountain. I don’t remember
the point of liftoff or why, whether I was pushed, thrown
or fell. I just found myself midair and able to soar for
long distances before landing, which hurt these times
as badly if not worse than the first.
I did not have or do not remember having dreams
like these as often in my teens as I did a young man.
Now time finds me almost forty years old. Recently I
have seen videos on the internet of people flying wearing
“squirrel suits”. Parachute material connects the arms
and legs creating an aerodynamic wing. They jump
out of planes mostly, being the easiest way to attain
altitude, the highest of which would give you the longest
flight. An interesting similarity of these real flights to my
dreams was the landing. It was very hard. Much harder
than parachuting.
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However the “squirrel suit” flights were incredibly

faster than my flights in my dreams. When I read about
this and saw video for the first time, I was astonished.
I had dreamed of being able to do this more than thirty
years before.
Within a year of discovering this video I started
to dream again. I was flying again but this time was
different. This time I stood on the ground, arms slightly
away from my sides, palms facing down. This time I was
propelled by an energy source coming from inside me. I
know this energy as “Chi” as it is referred to in eastern
philosophy. It resides 2 inches below the belt and is a
crossover point of energy from the metaphysical to the
physical.
With proper training and use, it can be used to
heal and perform what most would call superhuman
feats. The most common exhibition is the breaking of
multiple boards or bricks with bare fists, elbows, head
or what have you. In theory, the Chi energy can be used
to manipulate inanimate objects, levitation for example.
There has been much study of the ability of people using
this energy to generate over 100 volts of electricity
from their body as a healer
FLASH BACK
I’m 22 years old and I’m standing at a bus stop on
Market street in San Francisco. I’m not dreaming. As I
wait for the bus I look down half a block at another bus
on a different line. When it arrives I watch the people
exit the bus. As one man gets off, our eyes meet and
then stay locked as he casually and not at all alarmingly
walks the half block across the street and stood in front
of me.
“Have you ever taken martial arts?” he asked me.
I told him I had taken Judo when I was a child.
“You need to develop your chi energy.” he said and

walked directly away.
From the moment I saw him until he left I had a
feeling that some of you might know. Interaction with
an angel! I believe it to be a true enough definition. An
angel is a human form and appears new on the scene,
no one remembers seeing them before and all traces
of them vanish after their work is done. They leave an
electrifying impression not to mention the electrical
current flowing through my body within arms reach of
them.
This character points a direction or lends a hand,
says something or acts in some way that changes the
tides of the situation, saves the day, when all hope is
lost, restores it, then vanishes not before your eyes but
as quickly as when you turn around. This definition is
based solely on my experiences.
FLASH FORWARD
The present. I’m dreaming again. I can fly like before
but as I start to levitate off the ground I can feel my Chi
energy and its so strong it feels like a muscle spasm
that takes forever to stop. There is something new now.
The feeling of flexing the muscles controlling my chi
is the same both in my dreams and while I’m awake.
What separates dreams from reality? How often do
we find truths in them both overlap?
It’s only a matter of time and space.
Someday, I will fly.

Richard Howard

